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1 2 3 4 5 6

79840725391

Which of the following persons is 

designated as global terrorist by US State 

Department at the time of recent visit of 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi to USA?

2 4

The correct answer is Syed Salahuddin of 

Hizbul Mujahidden. Therefore Syed Mujahid is 

also correct

The objection is misconceived. Given  option is 

correct. 

79840725394
Who is the present Director General of 

World Health Organization?
2 1 Till June, 30, M Chan was the DG

The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct

79840725401
Which of the following States did not join 

GST regime before 01/07/2017
3 1 West Bengal is the correct answer

The objection is trivial. Given option is correct. 

J & K passed the bill after 1/7/17. West Bengal 

passed GST Ordnance in June, 2017. 

79840725403 What is Bharat QR? 1 0 QR means quantiative restrictions The objection is misconceived. 

79840725411 What is GSTN 2 1 Partnership. Quotes GSTN website
The objection is misconceived and the source is 

also misquoted

79840725412
Apart from Iron and Nickel, which of the 

following element is an important 

constituent of inner core of earth?

4 0 Silicion and Nickel only in the crust of earth

The obejction is incorrect. Given answer is 

correct. Recent studies indicate that Silicion is 

the most important element of the core after 

iron and nickel 

79840725417

Few decades ago, DDT was used to kill 

mosquitoes. Later, in the recent years, it 

became very difficult to kill mosquitoes 

using DDT. Which principle explains the 

immunity of mosquitoes from DDT?

4 2 Theory of immunity
The objection is incorrect. Given answer is 

correct

79840725420

Which of the following are generally 

formed in combustion of saturated 

hydrocarbons

1 3 Correct option is 3 Objection is correct. Correct option is 3

79840725423
What is the angle of vision for a normal 

healthy individual
1 3 Correct angle is 120 degree

The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct. 

79840725424
Which of the following is attracted to the 

North Pole of a permanent magnet
2 1

North pole of permanent magnet. Physics 

NCERT, 12th Class

The objection is trivial and the source is 

misquoted
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79840725426
Why is sodium normally kept immersed 

in kerosene oil
3 2

Sodium is also kept prevent absoprtion of 

moisture

The objection is misconceived and trivial. Given 

option is correct

79840725427

A man posing as goldsmith went to a 

house and informed the lady of the 

house that he will polish her gold 

ornaments for a nominal amount. He 

dipped the ornaments given by her in a 

solution called royal water and they 

sparkled like new. After he left, the lady 

weighed the ornaments and found that 

they reduced in weight. What could be 

the solution?

1 3 Aqua fortis
The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct

79840725430
Which of the following has the least 

mangrove cover
3 1

Telugu Akademi Bhougolika Vignanamu, 

Rendava Bhagamu, page 148

The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct. 

79840725431
Which is the first  ‘carbon neutral’ 

international airport in Asia-Pacific
4 3

Question is not clear. Rajiv Gandhi airport got 

also got in a different category

The objection is misconceived. The question 

clearly mentions the first airport. Rajiv Gandhi 

aiport got later. 

79840725434
In which country is the Svalbard 

Global Seed Vault located
4 1 Sweden is the correct answer

The obejction is trivial and given option is 

correct

79840725436
Which of the following is not an 

example of an ecotone
2 4 Marshland is also not an example

The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct. 

79840725442 Which of the storms is land based 4 0
World geography is not prescribed in Group 2 

syllabus

The objection is misconceived. Tornadoes 

occured in India also. Given option is correct. 

79840725443

Which organization regularly conducts 

mock exercises of disaster management 

in various parts of the Country?

4 1

NDRF also conducts mock drill to ensure 

proper coordination among various agencies in 

disaster situation. Source Yojana January, 2017

The objection is incorrect. NDMA is the 

national agency with a regular calendar to 

conduct mock exerices on various types of 

disasters through the country and NDRF also 

participates in such mock exericies. The 

website of NDMA has a special section for 

mock exercises with a regular calendar. Given 

option is correct

79840725446
Which of the following is not a flood 

prevention and mitigation strategy
2 0

Deindustrialization along rivers is also a 

mitigation strategy
Objection is incorrect. Given option is correct

79840725447
In a cyclone in northern hemisphere, 

air circulates swiftly inward in?
3 2 Clockwise is the right answer

The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct. 



79840725448

How much percentage of the 

Geographical area of India is flood 

prone (choose nearest value out of 

the given below)?

4 1
36% is the correct answer. Disaster 

Management National Journals
The objection is incorrect. 

79840725449 Which type of disaster is "Avalanche" 3 2 According to NDMP, 2016 it is hydrological

The definition of NDMA states that it is Hydro 

geological.  However, the book pointed out by 

candidate refers to "hydrological" only. 

Therefore, both options 2 & 3 are treated as 

correct

79840725451
In North India, heat waves normally 

occur in the following period?
4 1

April to May because winter continues mid 

March. NCERT Geography 11th Class
The objection is incorrect. 

79840725454
Old alluvial soil on slightly elevated 

locations is called as 
1 4

Bhabhar. NCERT Book Geography, Nelalu 

Rakalu chapter 5 page contains this fact

The obhjection is trivial and source is 

misquoted

79840725455 Largest mica producing state in India 2 3 Jarkhand Objection is incorrect. Given option is correct. 

79840725456
The variety of iron ore with highest 

quality is 
4 3 Magnetite is the correct answer

The objection is incorrect. Magenitite has more 

percentage of iron. But quality wise Hematite is 

the best because it is a direct shipped ore. 

Given option is correct as the question is on 

quality ore

79840725457
A leaf of a tree adapted to a warm 

dry climate is
3 4

Small and thin is also correct. Example: 

Euphorbia plant and Cacti

The objection is incorrect and given option is 

correct. 

79840725459

Which of these products does not 

have Geographical  Indicator (GI) 

status

1 0 All have GI status
The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct

79840725460
Which of the following is not a tributary 

of Godavari
2 3 Purna The objection is trivial. Given option is correct

79840725466
Biodiversity Hotspots are characterized 

on the basis of
1 4 Diversity of Plants. Source P D Sharma

The objection is incorrect and given option is 

correct. 

79840725470

Which is the most exploited river in 

India in terms of abstraction of 

available water

2 0 There is no specific objection
There is no objection and given option is 

correct

79840725471

Which of the following is the correct 

descending order of coffee producing 

states in India?

1 2 Andhra Pradesh is in second place
The obejction is incorrect. Given answer is 

correct. 

79840725472
Uranimum deposits in India were first 

discovered at 
3 1 Tummalapalle The objection is trivial. Given option is correct. 



79840725473

In 1767, the British Parliament passed an 

act obtaining the East India Company to 

pay to the British Government per year a 

sum of 

3 4
In 1793 Charter Act, the amount is 5 lakh 

pounds

The objection is misconceived . When the 

question is on 1767, the candidate tries to 

quote 1793

79840725474
After 1813, the British policy towards 

trade in India was
2 1, 4 Monopoly trade. Restricted trade

The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct

79840725476

In which of the following areas, 

Mahalwari Revenue settlement was 

introduced
1 2

Third stage of permanent settlement was first 

introduced in Bengal and Bihar

The objection is misconceived. Given option is 

correct

79840725478

Who among the following attacked 

Brahmanical orthodoxy and tried to 

reform Hinduism in Bombay?
4 3 Gopal Ganesh Agarkar is also correct

The objection is incorrect. The question is on 

who worked in Bombay Given option is correct

79840725483

Identity below the cause of the dispute 

between mill owners and workers, which 

led to the mill workers strike in 1917 at 

Ahmedabad.

4 0

In 1917, Champaran movement took place and 

in 1918, Ahmedabad Mill workers strike took 

place

The objection is incorrect. The question is on 

dispute between Mill management and 

workers. The focus of the question is not on 

the year but the issue. Therefore, the objection 

is not acceptable

79840725484

Who among the following wrote ‘The 

philosophy of the Bomb’
2 1

Chandhra Sekhar Azad is also correct because 

he gave final touches to the draft. Quotes: 

Bipan Chandra, India's struggle for 

Independence

The objection is misconceived and the source is 

also misquoted. 

79840725488

Whose previous consent is required 

under Article 224A of the Constitution to 

request a person who held the office of a 

judge of the same or any other High 

Court to sit and act as a judge of the High 

Court for that State  ?

1 0
Applies only to retired judges. There is 

ambiguity in the question

The objection is incorrect. The wording is as 

per Article 224A. There is no ambiguity and it is 

also not correct to state the provision is 

applicable to retired judges only. Given option 

is correct



79840725489

Which one of the following Parliamentary 

Committees in India acts as a ‘Watchdog’ 

on Departmental Expenditures and 

irregularities?

3 2 Public Undertakings Committee
The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct

79840725490

The doctrine of ‘the Basic structure of the 

Constitution’ as a principle of Judicial 

Review

4 0, 1 Due process of law. Supremacy of Judiciary

The question is on basic structure doctrine as a 

principle of Judicial Review. Hence, objection is 

incorrect

79840725491
The 73rd Constitutional Amendment Act 

is not applicable to which of the States 

given below?

4 1 Nagaland and Mizroram only

The objection is incorrect. Due to Article 370, 

the amendment would be applicable only 

when State Government grants concurrence 

for J&K. 

79840725492

What would be the consequence if the 

State Governments fail to comply with 

the directions of the Central Government 

with regard to the exercise of their 

Administrative Power? 

2 1

President can send CRPF because in the 

question no mention is made of breakdown of 

Constitutional machinery

The objection is misconceived. The candidate 

cannot expect the answer to be mentined in 

the question. 

79840725493 The Supreme Court of India is different 

from its counterpart in the U.S.A

2 4 Writs are borrowed from England
The objection is irrelevant. Given option is 

correct

79840725495
Where there is conflict between the 

Concurrent List and the State List
3 2 Matter will referred to President

The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct

79840725496
What is not true about Rights of 

Minorities?
4 2

They have right to establish their own 

educational institutions
The objection is trivial. Given option is correct

79840725502
Who fixes the benchmark policy rate 

(repo rate) in India 
2 3

Committee of RBI. Source: Telugu Academy, 

Degree 2nd year, Indian Economy

The objection is irrelevant. Given option is 

correct

79840725503
What is the target inflation rate notified 

by Government of India in August, 2016  

for the period till 31st March, 2021?

1 0

As per Urjit Patel committee recommendation, 

the inflation rate should be reduced to 4% till 

2016 only

The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct. 

79840725506
Which State is largest producer of Bt 

Cotton in India
2 1 Maharashtra is correct answer

The objection is incorrect. Candidate is quoting 

old data. Given option is correct

79840725508
Under the Bringing Green Revolution to 

Eastern India Scheme, improvement in 

productivity of which crop is achieved?

2 1 & 2
Wheat is also correct. Any standard text book 

on economy contains the answer

The objection is without any basis. The 

candidate expects that the Commission should 

find annswer for the option given by him. 



79840725509

How much percent of the total 

outstanding debt of DISCOMs is covered 

till date under the UDAY 

4 3 95 % is the correct answer
The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct. 

79840725511

At how many places telemetry meters 

would be installed by the Krishna River 

Water Management Board to monitor 

the usage of water by both the State of 

AP and Telangana

3 0 The correct option is 18 and it is not given

The objection is incorrect. In the first phase 18 

stations would be installed. The total number is 

47. 

79840725517

How the treasury and bank balances are 

to be distributed between both the 

States as per the AP Reorganization Act, 

2014?

2 0

The answer is not real answer. As per section 

49, the distribution is as per population ratio. 

The given answers are also one part of the 

section

The objection is misconceived. The question 

and answers clearly relate to the manner of 

distriution. The question is not on the ratio or 

basis. Once, the amounts are decided, as per 

the provisio to section 49, the distribution has 

to be done by adjusting the balances in the 

books with RBI 

79840725518

Delimitation of the constituencies as 

proposed in the AP Reorganization Act 

can be effected through?

1 2 Notifiction by Central Government is enough

The objection is misconceived. Section 26 is 

subject to Article 170 as clearly stated in the 

section itself

79840725522

What is the relation of Ram’s  mother’s 

brother’s only sibling’s daughter with 

Ram?

4 2 Cousin is correct answer The objection is trivial. Given option is correct

79840725526
If today is Monday, what day will it be 

348 days from today (excluding today)?
1 2

In Telugu it is written that after 348 days. 

Therefore, it would be 349th day

The objection with reference to Telugu is 

correct. Therefore, for candidates who have 

attempted question in English, option 1 would 

be taken as correct. For candidates who have 

attempted in Telugu, option 2 would be 

treated as correct

79840725527

If India is called Bangladesh, Bangladesh 

is called China, China is called Tanzania, 

Tanzania is called Pakistan and Pakistan is 

called Sri Lanka, then which country is 

not our neighbor country?

4 1 China is the correct answer Objection is incorrect. Given key is correct

79840725529
Find the mode(s) of the given distribution

2 3 Answer is 40 Objection is incorrect. Given key is correct



79840725532 Find the odd one out 4 2 Buffalo gives milk while others do not

Mule is a clone of male donkey and female 

horse, while others are not clones. The 

argument that buffalo gives milk is not 

applicable to male buffalo. Objection is 

incorrect and given option is correct

79840725533 If SMART is to CLEVER, STUPID is to 2 1 Awful is the correct answer
The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct

79840725534 Find the next diagram in series 1 4 Correct option is 4
Objection is incorrect. Given option is correct. 

The clock wise rotation principle is followed

79840725539

If 10% of the Students in Godavari School 

marks between 70% and below 80% 

marks, then how much percentage of 

students of that school scored less than 

70 % marks

3 0 Telugu version is different from English
The objection is meaningless because there is 

no such difference

79840725540

How much percentage of students scored 

80% marks or more, when all the schools 

are put together?

2 0
The correct percentage is 9.69. Another 

objection states that it is 5.536

The obejction is trivial and given option is 

correct

Note

sd/

Secretary, APPSC

As it can be identified, which candidate attempt a question in Telugur or English, if there is variation is options between both versions, the options for each version are 

taken accordingly. That means, if a candidate attempted a question in Telugu, the correct options for Telugu version would be considered and if a candidate 

attempted a question in English, correct options in English would be considered, whereever there is a difference between both versions


